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Suicidal behavior is the result of a complex interaction of psychiatric, psychological, social, and cultural factors (Hawton & van Heeringen, 2009; O’Connor & Nock, 2014; O’Connor, Platt, & Gordon, 2011b). Despite considerable epidemiological advances in the identification of risk factors, explanations (as distinct from risk factors) for why suicide occurs in some cases but not in others are limited. In addition, the factors that predict the transition from suicidal thoughts to suicidal behavior are poorly understood and the evidence for which treatments are effective in reducing suicide risk is also scant. In this editorial, we discuss how mobile phone technology has the potential to move the field forward in terms of understanding suicide risk as well as laying foundations for the development of effective treatments/interventions. We have focused on mobile health technology given the rapid growth of mobile health approaches in suicide prevention (De Jaegere & Portzky, 2014; Mishara & Kerkhof, 2013) and psychological research more generally (Myin-Germeys et al., 2009; Nock, Prinstein, & Sterba, 2009; Palmier-Claus et al., 2011) and because mobile phone use is ubiquitous, with 75% of the world having access to a mobile phone (Kay, 2011).

While we believe that health interventions delivered via mobile phones have the potential to lead to more promising and dynamic intervention and prevention strategies, in the following sections, we highlight the limitations and barriers to their use as well as their strengths and the opportunities that they afford.

Understanding and Prediction

A myriad of prospective studies have tried to predict which individual patients will attempt suicide or die by suicide (Beck & Steer, 1989; Brown, Beck, Steer, & Grisham, 2000; O’Connor, Smyth, Ferguson, Ryan, & Williams, 2013; Riihimäki, Vuorilehto, Melartin, Haukka, & Isometsä, 2014) and a range of risk factors that correlate with suicidal behavior have been identified. Nonetheless it remains difficult to predict with sufficient sensitivity/specificity which individuals who express suicidal thoughts will attempt suicide or die by suicide. Indeed, there are many reasons why it is difficult to predict the transition from suicidal thoughts to suicidal behavior; however, the fact that data in most studies are collected retrospectively at a single time point in a nonnatural setting (Nock et al., 2009; usually in a hospital or a university laboratory) is likely to be part of the problem. Data derived from studies of this kind are likely to be affected by respondent bias, and, importantly, such study designs do not take into account the fluctuating nature of suicidal thinking and urges to attempt suicide. Indeed, it is well established that suicidal thinking waxes and wanes (Joiner Jr., Rudd, 2000; Witte, Fitzpatrick, Joiner Jr., & Schmidt, 2005). Given these challenges, collecting data in real time via mobile phones, employing ecological momentary assessment (EMA) techniques, offers considerable promise to better understand the transition from suicidal thoughts to behavior (Myin-Germeys et al., 2011a).
EMA is defined as the real-time sampling of current behaviors and experiences in the natural environment (Moskowitz & Young, 2006). A pioneering study by Nock et al. (2009) demonstrated the feasibility and potential of EMA in the understanding of suicidal behavior. They found, for example, that suicidal thoughts occurred less frequently than nonsuicidal self-injury thoughts. The technology to conduct real-time EMA data collection is widely available; by downloading an app onto the phone of patients, information about their thoughts and behavior can be collected in real-time via pop-up messages. Alternatively, data can be collected unobtrusively by mobile phone sensors or by collecting smart phone usage patterns (Likamwa, Liu, Lane, & Zhong, 2013). For example, it is possible to combine unobtrusively collected data from SMS (short message service), e-mail, social media, and telephone usage, and use these data to accurately predict an individual’s current mood (Likamwa et al., 2013). By analyzing the frequency of smartphone usage (without analyzing any content), the user’s daily mood average could be estimated with an accuracy of 93%. EMA data can also be analyzed using a novel methodology called network analysis (Borsboom & Cramer, 2013). Network analysis differs from traditional statistical analysis in that it does not regard psychiatric symptoms as manifestations of an underlying disorder, but rather as elements within a dynamic network. From a network perspective, each suicidal patient has their own network of symptoms that may drive behavior. Consequently, the same levels of rumination and sleep disturbance, for example, that would result in suicidal behavior in one person might not result in suicidal behavior in someone else, because of individual differences in the interaction of symptoms. Via network analysis, based on EMA data, individual pathways to suicidal behavior can be determined. We believe that network analytic approaches afford a more fine-grained appreciation of the suicidal mind, and therefore should usefully contribute to a refinement of the existing explanatory models of suicidal behavior.

Currently, most experimental studies rely on convenience samples, often students or patients from a nearby hospital, thereby limiting generalizability. By contrast, mobile phone studies can recruit participants more easily from more difficult-to-reach populations, from across the life span, from different ethnic backgrounds, and from countries not commonly included in suicide research studies (O’Connor, Platt, & Gordon, 2011a).

**Intervention and Prevention**

Data collected via EMA can be used to offer personally tailored interventions (ecological momentary intervention [EMI]) to individuals on their mobile device as they go about their daily lives (Heron & Smyth, 2010; Runyan et al., 2013). To do so, EMA data are processed via carefully designed algorithms that combine all the data inputs which, in turn, inform the selection of the most appropriate intervention for a particular patient. Compared with non-mobile intervention studies, EMI-based studies can lead to larger and better powered clinical trials of psychological treatments to reduce suicide ideation, suicide attempts, and suicide deaths. EMI allows us to develop and test brief psychosocial interventions, centered on evidence-based interventions such as CBT (van Spijker, van Straten, & Kerkhof, 2014) or a safety plan (Stanley & Brown, 2012). Potentially, therapeutic intervention can be offered several times a day, instead of only once a week (Cuijpers, Hubers, Daniel Ebert, Koole, & Andersson, 2013). Furthermore, the wide availability of mobile phones may help to reach individuals who are not reached by traditional services, such as adolescents and young adults (Asarnow & Miranda, 2014). For example, studies (Ravert, Calix, & Sullivan, 2010; Runyan et al., 2013) have already demonstrated the feasibility and potential effectiveness of mobile health apps for undergraduate students. Importantly, as mobile phones are becoming more widely available in low- and middle-income countries (James, 2014), in the future EMA/EMI might allow us to develop, offer, and test interventions specifically tailored for populations that lack adequate infrastructure and resources for mental health care.

**Barriers and Limitations**

Several barriers and limitations should be taken into account when using mobile health technologies to understand and prevent suicide.

**Ethical Considerations**

Privacy and data security are of great concern when using mobile health methods (Brian & Ben-Zeev, 2014; De Jager & Portzky, 2014). EMA data, like all personal data, are very sensitive and should, therefore, be collected and treated with the utmost care. Importantly, the user should be actively informed about potential security risks, which calls for very clear informed consent, with full disclosure of all information that a potential user needs to make a decision about using the app (De Jager & Portzky, 2014). Also, using an app among vulnerable participants calls for a clear crisis intervention plan that describes how suicidal crises will be dealt with when they arise. Finally, adequate testing of the appropriateness of the EMA/EMI program for different suicidal target groups and even prescreening individuals before the use of the app are important to ensure suitability of the program for potential participants. Alternatives (such as suicide crisis lines) should be widely available and clearly offered if the app is not the correct intervention for the user (De Jager & Portzky, 2014). As privacy and data security are under current debate (Kotz, 2011), future researchers should realize that ethics committees and institutional review boards will not easily approve mobile health-based research on suicidal behavior.
without full and thorough consideration of both the safety of the participants and their data.

**Multidisciplinary Team**

We emphasize the necessity for multidisciplinary collaborations when using mobile phone technology for psychological research. For one, programming and designing a good app is challenging and time-consuming. The apps should work fast, without any bugs, and be able to function on different operating systems (e.g., iOS, Android, Windows). A further and often neglected consideration is the app has to be well designed and user friendly; ease of use could be a crucial factor in maintaining participants’ use of the app. Furthermore, big data require complex statistical methods that are not well suited to standard statistical software such as SPSS, with many previous EMA/EMI studies employing multilevel modeling analyses using R, SAS, or MPlus (Arney, Crowther, & Miller, 2011). Computer modeling is also required for the reasoning model (e.g., if x, then y) that underpins automated EMI. In sum, to use new technologies effectively in psychological research, one ideally needs a team of health scientists, (bio) statisticians, programmers, designers, and computer scientists. As all disciplines have their own scientific language and work process, time should be taken to develop a constructive working alliance.

**Limitations**

As promising as mobile phone technologies may sound, it is also important to be realistic. EMA/EMI is not the ultimate panacea; it will not solve all problems of measurement, understanding, and prevention within suicidology. EMA and subsequent network analysis will not lead to a complete understanding of the transition of suicidal thoughts to suicidal behavior or to a flawless prediction model of death by suicide. Moreover, a substantial part of the target group will still not be reached by mobile interventions, no matter how well designed the app is. Offering mobile phone interventions in low- and middle-income countries sounds promising, but currently it will be difficult to realize due to information and communication technology barriers such as the quality of the telecommunication network and limited access to power supplies (Brian & Ben-Zeev, 2014).

**In Sum**

Mobile phone technologies offer a unique chance to improve our understanding of the antecedents of suicidal behavior. In particular, they allow us to focus on the temporal transition from suicidal thoughts to suicidal behaviors; something about which we still know little. Tailored interventions based on mobile data and offered via a mobile device might improve our current intervention toolkit, and the widespread availability of mobile phones allows us to reach new groups, unreachable by nonmobile public health interventions. However, one should be realistic and reflect on the various challenges and limitations of these methods. Mobile health should not be regarded as the solution for every suicidal individual, but as a promising new direction that can lead to new insights and better understanding of suicidal thoughts and behaviors.
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